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-
1v.rathematics. - "On the ran/c of the section oJ two algebraic 

szw/aces." By Dr. W. A. VERSLUYS. (Oommunicated by Prof. 

P. H. SCHOUTE. 

1. In this paper I iniend to prove the relation new to me 

'J' = 'mI n 2 + m 2 n1 - 26 - 3x,. . . (A) 

where l' is the rank of tho curve of intersection s of two algebraic 
surfaces SI and S2' respectively of the degl'ee n1 and n2 and of the 
class 117'1 and 111 2 and possessing in ó points an ordinary contact 
and in X points a stational'y contact. Some applications of this 
formula are given too. 

Formerly I proved 1) the following extension of a well-known 
fOl'mula 2) 

1'= n1 n2 (n1 +n2 - 2) - 2 (nI62+n2 61 +ó) - 3 (nI v2+n2 1'1 +X), . (B) 

where 61,62,1'1' v, represent the degrees of the nodal and cuspidal 
curves of the two sllrfaces SI and S2' Formula (A) shall fiTst be 
pl'oved for the case that SI anel S2 are elevelopables. If we wish 
io apply formuia (B) to deveiopables the 1111mb ers of double gener
ating lines W 1 and W 2 must be adeled to the orders 61 anel 62 of the 
nodal curves anel the l1l1mbers of stationary genel'ating lines V 1 anel 
V 2 to the orders 1'1 and 1'2 of the cuspidal curves. 

Formula (B) becomes 

'J' = n1 n2 (n1 + n2 - 2) - 21 n1 (S2 + ( 2) + n2 (SI + ( 1) + ól -
-3{nl(v2+v2)+n2(v1+vl)+X! .•.. (C) 

2. Let t:. 2 S be the seconel polar surface of the degenerateel surt'ace 
SI + S2 with respect to the arbitrary point P. This surface t:.2S 
is of the degree (nI + n2 - 2) anel meets the curve of intersection s 
of SI and S2' tItis curve being of the degree n1n2 , in n1n2 (n 1+n2-2) 
pci~. . 

These points of intersection are 1st the triple points of SI + S2 
through which the curve s passes and 2nd the points of s for which 
the tangent plalle to one of the two surfaces passes through P. 
The triple points of S1 + S2 through which the curve s passes 
are the points in which a double line of one of the two sUl'faces 
meets the other surfare. Sa these triple points are: 

1st• The (n1v2 + nSv1 ) points in which a cuspidal curve of one of 
the surfaces meets the other one. These points are cusps on the 
curve of intersection s, they are inelicated by OREMONA as points Î. 

1) VERSLUYS, Mémoil'es de Liége, 3me serie, t. VI. SUl' les nombl'es Plückél'iens etc. 
~) E. PASCAL, Rep. di Mat. Sup. 11, p. 325. 
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and must count according to him for three points of intersection of 
the nodal curve, thus here of the curve s with 6.~8 1). 

2nd • The (nlv2+1~~Vl) points in which a stational'y generating IinE' 
of 011e of the surfaces meets the other one. These points, also cusps 
on ihe curve s, are indicated by CREil10NA as points l' which must 
('ount accol'cUng to him for th1'ee points of intel'section of the noelal 
curve s with 6. 28 2

). 

31d . The tnlS~ + n2g1) intel'sections oi' SI Ol' S2 with the nodal 
curve of the other i:lnrface. According to CREillONA each of the branches 
of the noela1 curve meets 6.28 3

) alle time in a triple point 't. Through 
each of these points 't' pa&s two branchei:l of s, which is a Hoelal 
curve on 1$1 + S2; sa each of these triple points cOlmts for two 
pomts of mtersection of s with 6. 28. 

4th . The (ni w 2 + n2w l ) nodes of s in w hich a double generator 
of one of the surfaces SI or S~ meets the ot her one. Accol'ding to 
OREUONA the nodal CUl've s meets b.2S 4) two times in such a 
triple point 1'. 

The surface SI + S~ possesses still more triple points, among others 
the Cl1SpS fJ of the cuspidal curves; these poi11ts do lie on 6. 28, but on 
the curve of intersection s they do not, so they do not belong to 
the points of intel'section of .'i with 6.28. 

3. Through P pass mi tangent planes of the surfare SI' A gene
mtor of SI' along which one of the 117'1 tangent planes thl'ol1gh P 
tonches SI' meets 11 2 times the surface S2' Each of these points of 
lntel'sectioll is a point on s a160 sitl1atecl on 6.~S. Such a point of 
s and of 6.28 connis fol' one point of intel'section, accol'ding to 
OREllIONA 5). So 6.~S is met by the curve .'i in (mln~ + m~nl) points 
fol' which one of the tangent planes passes thl'ough P. 

This gives the relation: 

n1n2 (nI + n, - 2) = mln2 + m,nl + 2 In l (S, + w,) + n2 (SI + (.Ol)} + 
+ 31nl (1', + v~) + n, (VI + v1)l . (D) 

Compal'iJ1g the equations (C) and (D) we get immediately 

l' :::= mln, + m,n l - 2d' - 3)(. • (A) 

The degl'ee of a developable being the rank of its cuspidal curve, 
we ean write for th is fOl'mula: 

l' = ml?'~ + m'?'l - 26 - 3)(. 

1) CRE~[QNA-CUR1'zr:, Oberfláchf'U § 108. 
Jl) CREMONA-CURTZr:, loc. cito § 100. 
S) CREMONA-CURTZr:, loc. cito § 109. 
4) Cm::MONA-CUR1'.tI:, loc. cito § 101. 
ö) CREMONA-CUI.lTZE, loc. cito § 99. 
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4. The fOl'mula (D) and hence also the fOl'mula (A), which is now 
proved for the case that the two surfaees are developables holds still 
good when 81 and 82 are arbitrary algébraic sUl'faces. Let 61 anà VI 

l'epresent the degree of the total nodal curve and total cllspidal curve 
of 81 , likewise 62 and 1'2 for 82 • One of the fOl'IDll]ae of PLÜCKEU 

applied to an arbitrary plane section of 81 gives 

or 
1n1 == 111

2 
- 111 - 261 - 3 VI' 

0= n1 ~ - n 1 - mI - 261 - 3 Vl· 

In like manner an. arbitrary plane s~etion of 82 gives 

o == n2
2 

- n2 - m2 - 2 62 - 3 v2 

hence 
o == n 2 (nI

2 
- nl - mI - 2 61 - 3 VI) + n 1 (n22 - n2 - m2 - 262 - 3 v2) 

Ol' 
n1 n2 (n 1 + 72 2 - 2)==m1 n2 + m2 n1 +2(n1 62 + n261)+3(n1 V 2 + n2 VI) •••• (D') 

combilling the formulae (Dl) anel (B) we get the formuln (A). 
If 82 is aplane, n2 becomes eqnal to unity and m2 equal to nonght, 

whilst [he curve s becOlnes a plane section and the rank l' of s 
passes into the class of the plane seetion. So formula (A) gives fol' 
that class 

l' = mI - 2 cf - 3 X, 

which is indeed the class of a section of 81 with aplane, having 
with 81 in cf points an ordinary contact and in X points a stationary 
contact. 

5. If S2 is of the second degl'ee and Slof the degree n and 
of the class In, the formula (A) gives for the rank of the curve 
of intersection 

l' = 2 (m + n) - 2 Ó - 3 X. 

If 8
2 

is aquadratic COlle J(2 this formula will be proved directly 
onee more as follows for the sake of verificatioll. 

The rmik of the curve of intersection s is the munber of its 
tangents meeting au arbiil~ary right line, e.g. a generator I of ](2. 

Each tangent of s, meeting the generator I has three points in 
common with the cone J(2, in fact the two consecutive poirl.ts it 
has in comlllon with s and its point of intcl'section with l, unless 
the latter coincides with the point of contact to s. Each right line 
having three points in common with ]{2 lies entirely on [(2. The 
on]y tnngents of s meeting Z are thus the generating linE's of]e which 
are at {he same time tangents of s and the tangeuts to s at i{s 
points of intersection with Z. The generator I of J(2 meets 81 and 
therefore s too n times; through each of these points of intersection 
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pass iwo consecutive tangents of s. Whence all'eady 2 n tangents 
of s meeting Z. 

Tangents of s, being at the same time generating lines of 1(~, pass 
throngh the vertex T of Je and, being tangents of s, are also tangents 
of Sl' anel therefore situateel on the tangent cone [( of So having T 
for its vertex. Oonversely every common generator of the two cones 
K2 and ]()s a generator of Ie having with S» thus also with s, 
two coinciding points in common. A right line having with 8 two 
coinciding points in common is either a tangent of s or it passes 
through Q double point of s. 80 the common generators of the 
con es ](2 anel 1( are either tangents of 8 or they pass through elouble 
points of s. The order of the tangent cone 1(, being equal to the 
class ?n of Sl' the nnmber of common generators is 2m. The num
bel' of tangents of 8 meeting Z in the vertex T willl>e 2m, diminisheel 
by a number still to be determined for the common generators 
passing through a double point of s. 

If Je has in a point d an ordinary contact with Sl the common 
tangent plane 3r in d is a tangent plane of Sl passing through T. 
80 Jr is also a tangent plane to the cone f( along the line Tó. 
80 the two con es 1(2 anel 1( have a10ng the common generator 
Tó a common tangent plalle. The line Tó must therefore count 
tor two eommon generators of the cones Ie anel 1(. A point d is 
a node of s and with the exception of vel'y pariiculal' cases the two 
tangents of 8 in d will not coincide with Td. 80 for every point 
ó the number of tangents of s passing through T must be diminished 
by two. . 

The following example proves that for every point X in which 
Sl and 1(2 have a stationaI'Y contact, the number of generators of 
1(2 touching s must be diminishe~ by three. Let "S1 also be a 
quadratic surface and let the curve of intersection 8 be a not degene
rated biquadratic cnrve B,4 with a eusp x. Then the line Tx counts 
already at least for two COl1lmon generators of the cones 1(2 and 1( 

anel is again not a tangent in X to s or 11,4. If now TX were to 
count on1y for two common generators the cones ](2 anel ]( woulel 
have two more generators ÏIl common. These lat ter two cannot be 
two consecutive generators, for in that case R4 would have two 
double points anel so it woulel luwe to break up. Now it is easy to 
see that these two remaining generators are tangents to 11,4 or 8 at. 
points fOl" w hieb t.he oseulating plane is a stationary plane. Sa 11,4 
wOl1lcl have LO possess t wo stationu,ry planes a w hilst a 11,4 with cnsp 
possesses but one stationary plane (( 1). The right lille 'lx must 

1) E. PASCAL, loc. cito p. 363. 
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therefore count for three common generators of ](2 and](. The 
number of tangents of s meeting the line l, thus the rank of s is 
consequently 

l' = 2n + 2m - 2ó - 3X . 

6. The l'ecipl'ocal polar figure s' of the curve of intersection sof 
](~ and SI is a developabIe cil'cumscl'ibed to a conie c2 and to a 
surface sr of order mand of cIass n, w hUst the conic c2 touches 
ó times the surface S' and osculales it X times. If we take fol' the 
conic c2 the imaginal'Y ch'cle at infinity the developable s' becomes 
the c1eve10pab1e focal surf ace of S'. The rank of s' is the same as 
that of s. 80 we find the theorem: 

The 1'ank of tlw focal clevelopable of a szwface of order m ancl of 
class n touching t!te imaginary ci?'cle at infinity ó times a?7Closculati12g 
it X tirnes is 

'I' = 2m + 2n - 2ó - 3X. 

If SI is a developable the point of contact of a common tangent 
plane that is an ordinal'y pIane of SI is always a node of Si), 
The developables ](2 anel SI will only then have a, stationary 
contact in a point X, when the common tangent plane is a stationary 
plane Ct of SI' The line Tx COlll1tS thus for four lines ofintersection 
of the cone ](2 with the tangent cone]( which breaks up into 
'In plan es. It is easy to see that now the line Tx is at the same 
time tangent to s at ihe special,' cusp X which is a singulal'ity of 
order two, of rank llnity anel of class three 2). 80 a stationary contact 
X gives rise to four lines of intersection of R 2 with ]( of which 
on1y one iE, an orelinary tangent of s lying on](2. Each point X now 
also eliminishes the rank of s by three. The reciprocal poIa1' figure 
of SI is a cnrve S, of oreler Tn anel of class 11. Each common tangent 
plane of 1(2 anel SI is transfo1'med in a common point of c2 anel 
S'. If the common pla11e is a stationa1'Y plane Ct of SI the common 
point is a C'usp on the curve S'. So we find the tlleorem: 

The rank of the focal developrtble of a plane Ctt?'ve 01' a twisted 
Ctwve of t!te cZe,qree 'In and of t!te class 12 anc! of whic!t ó ordina1'y 
points ancl X CttSpS Zie on the z'lnaginaty circle at i?~finity z's 

'I' = 2m + 2n - 2ó - 3X' 

7. If S, 1 and S' 2 are the reciprocal pola1' fig mes of the surfaces 
SI anel S21 then S' 1 and S' ~ are respectively of the elegJ'ee mI allel 
1n2 anel of the class n1 and 71,2' 

1) VERSLUYS, Mémoires de Liège, 3me série t. VI. loc. cito 
2) HALPHEN, Bull. de la Soc. Mat. de l~rance, t. VI, p. 10. 
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If the surfaces Sl and S~ have all ol'dinal'y contact in ó points, 
the common tangent planes in these ó points are ordinary double 
ta.ngent p1anes of the developable D circumscribing Sl and 52 1). The 
surfaces S' 1 and S' 2 will also lmve in ó· points a.n ordinary contact. 

If the 5urfaces Sl and S2 have in X points a stationary contact 
the ta.ngf'nt planes in these 'I. points are stationary tangent planes 
of the developable D2). The surfaces S\ and S2 have thus a1so 
in :x points a sta.tiona.ry contact. 

80 the rank of t11e curve of intersection cl' of t11e surfaces 8'1 and 
8'2 is according to formula (A), jnst as the rank of t11e curve 8, 

l' = m1n2 + m~n1 - 2ó - 3:x. 
The curve d' being the reciprocal polar figme of the circum~ 

scribing developable D, the rank of D is equal to the rank of d'. 
Whence t11e theore111: 

Fo?' tUJO a?'bitmry algebraic szt?iaces the mnk of the C~trve of 
intel'section is aqual to the mnk of the ci7'cumscribing developable. 

Here we have supposeel that the points of contact ó anel X are 
orelinary points OIr both surf aces anel the tangent planes ol'dinal'y 
tangent planes in these points 3). 

1) VERSLUYS, Mém. de Liège. gme sélÎe t. VI. De l'mfluence d'un contact etc. 
2) VERSLUYS, loc. cito 
8) VERSLUYS, loc. cito 

(June 21, 1905). 


